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As pointed out by reviewers and introducers, the first

published collection of short stories by Eudora Welty,

A Curtain of Green, by Charles East, Where the Music Was,

and by Reynolds Price, The Names and Faces of Heroes, all

reveal characteristics of the Southern literary tradition.

An analysis of their stories does reveal the writers' ad-

herence to traditional elements of Southern literature that

includes the treatment of place, characters, blacks, and

themes. Although their works fit squarely into the Southern

tradition, only Eudora Welty has made an impact on this

tradition with her slice-of-life stories written in a fresh,

concrete language. Price and East, writing twenty years

after Welty, only imitate her style and have not set a new

direction for the Southern literary tradition.
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CHAPTER I

THE NEW INDIVIDUALS IN AN

OLD TRADITION

When T. S. Eliot wrote in "Tradition and the Individual

Talent" about the difficult role an author has in being him-

self, being original, finding his own authentic voice and at

the same time discovering or making his place within the lit-

erary tradition that fostered him, he did not have immediately

in mind a tradition as powerful, as singular, and as immediate

as that of the Southern literary tradition. Rather, Eliot

spoke in this essay of more general traditions, particularly

the Romantic. However, it is clear from Eliot's essay that

the stronger the tradition, the greater its effect upon the

individual writer and the greater the difficulty the writer

has edging his or her way into the ranks of the followers of

the tradition (5, p. 263). Some authors, in fact, enjoy, or

suffer, the even greater difficulty of trying to become so

individualistic within the confines of the tradition that they

stand not just as followers, but even as leaders or shapers

of a new version of that tradition.

Three "Southern" writers found their first books of short

stories (published between 1941 and 1956) placed by reviewers

and introducers squarely within the Southern literary trad-

ition. Why they should have been so placed on the basis of
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these first books of stories and how they fit precisely as

individual authors within the Southern literary tradition

are questions to be answered in this thesis.

On April 13, 1901, Eudora Welty was born in Jackson,

Mississippi, and grew to develop interests in drawing,

painting, photography, reading, and writing. She attended

college for two years in Mississippi and then went to the

University of Wisconsin where she received a B.A. degree in

English. She later attended Columbia University to prepare

herself for the profession of advertising. Despite her

talents and capabilities in various areas, she said, "All

the time I simply loved writing" (7, p. 18). Eudora Welty

returned to Jackson, never to leave, but always to pursue

her talents as a writer.

Two decades later, December 11, 1924, a woman in Shelby,

Mississippi, gave birth to Charles East. His life was spent

in Cleveland, Mississippi, until he attended Louisiana State

University, where he received his B.A. and M.A. degrees.

World War II delayed East's career, but after two years in

the navy, he returned to Louisiana to hold editorial jobs

for local newspapers. He also worked for Colliers and even-

tually became the editor of the L.S.U. Press, a position

which he held for several years.

Not to be overshadowed by Mississippi, North Carolina

can also boast of a prominent native. In 1933 Reynolds Price

was born in the city of Macon. He continued to live in North
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Carolina, attended Duke University, and studied for three

years as a Rhodes scholar. He presently teaches one term

each year at Duke, using the remainder of his time to travel

and write. He still resides in North Carolina.

Out of these common Southern heritages grew the three

books of short stories that are the subject of this thesis.

Welty's A Curtain of Green was published in 1941 and was to

be followed through the years by a number of short story

collections and novels. Price's The Names and Faces of Heroes

was published in 1963, a year after his first novel. Since

then he has continued to write short stories and novels.

In 1965, Harcourt, Brace and World published East's first

and only book of stories, Where the Music Was. East has

apparently published only one short story since then.

When A Curtain of Green came out, it received instant

recognition, for the already famous Katherine Anne Porter

decreed her approval in an introductory essay on Welty and

the stories. Also helping to launch Welty's career was the

acceptance of "Old Mr. Marblehall" and "A Piece of News" by

Cleanth Brooks and Robert Penn Warren for their anthology

Understanding Fiction, published first in 1943. In the intro-

duction to the book of stories Porter claims that Welty "can

very well become a master of the short story, there are almost

perfect stories in this book" (1, p. xviii). Miss Welty's

stories were praised for their "extraordinary range of mood,

pace, and variety" (10, p. xix). Part of her stories' success
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is Southern settings: "The scene is limited to a town the

author knows well; the farthest reaches of that scene never

go beyond the boundaries of her own state" (11, p. xix).

Later critics have continued to consider Welty's natural and

"unliterary" background, that of not having studied the writing

craft, as a virtue. Although she escaped academic contam-

ination and developed independently as a writer in this

regard, perhaps her simple and direct methods owe something

to her Southern background. In any case so impressed was

Miss Porter by this first volume of stories that she predicted,

"There is even in the smallest story a sense of power in

reserve which makes me believe firmly that, splendid beginning

that this is, it is only the beginning" (1, p. xxiii).

Welty was not alone in receiving praise for her first

book. Reynolds Price enjoyed favorable criticism for The

Names and Faces of Heroes. He, like Welty, drew praise for

creating individual characters, most of whom "are backwoods

folk from his native North Carolina" (1, p. 129). Most

critics recognize a strong theme of love in his stories, a

theme (as we shall see later) was inspired by Welty's "A

Worn Path." Some critics recognized his small range of

writing as indicating that "He is the typical Southern writer

in his circumscription of material, his staying on the door-

step, in order to give form and finality to what he has known

or instituted there" (6, p. 4). Another pertinent observation

was that "Mr. Price weaves us into a spell with his narrative,
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one that is not entirely unfamiliar; we have fallen under it

before in the stories of Eudora Welty and William Faulkner.

It is strange magic, all the same" (9, p. 4). The first

volume of short stories suggested a gift for writing and

warning. The critics labeled Price as a "typical Southern

writer" and compared him to Faulkner and Welty. These two

statements paradoxically praise Price's Southern qualities

and at the same time criticize his lack of originality. His

later works would seek to disprove these comparisons.

Unlike the others, East's publication of Where the Music

Was did not receive such widespread publicity. Most reviews

of his short story collection were confined to local news-

papers and journals. It is not certain why East's book was

overlooked by so many, for Harcourt, Brace and World was a

reputable publishing firm. One critic claimed that East's

stories were "pure" stories, one without deep symbolism or

moral and social problems. The stories established "a kind of

emotional and narrative precision by close attention to surfaces"

(2, p. 133). The setting for East's stories is the South in the

1930's and 1940's. Rarely does he venture beyond Mississippi.

His stories were judged enjoyable not only for their subject

matter, but "because of East's implicit choices made as he

built the story"; and "each choice is made, clearly, in order

to preserve the precision, the emotional and narrative ex-

actitude". . . (2, p. 134). He was said to be off to an im-

pressive start, and, at the same time, he was pinned with the same
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label as Price: "Good writers continue to come out of the

South, and Charles East's distinguished book suggests that

he belongs among the best of them" (4, book jacket).

Thus, all three writers were called "Southern" in one

phrase or another; all were placed by readers of these first

books of stories within an already established tradition

into which they had to wedge their individual talents.

Clearly, these stories were not called "Southern" simply because

the action takes place in Mississippi and North Carolina.

They are not "Southern" merely because their characters are

from rural stock. They have been called "Southern" because

they seem to convey the "Southern tradition," which is not

just a location, but a combination of place, time, attitude,

language, and history.

The Southern tradition was not initiated by a single

author. Its origins date back to the pre-Civil War years

when writers such as John Pendleton Kennedy recorded the life-

styles in the South. Kennedy, who has been called "the first

strong voice in establishing the 'Plantation Tradition'" de-

picted slavery, aristocracy, manners, pride, and honor (3,

p. 388). The Southern gentleman was one with whom honor,

dignity, and pride took top priority. He also felt a deep

sense of responsibility to his family, his land, and his

heritage. In this respect, the South was not greatly dif-

ferent from the Age of Chivalry which Sir Walter Scott por-

trayed in his historical romances.
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The Civil War and aftermath brought an instant halt to

this particular tradition. Social and economic progress

halted in the South for thirty to fifty years. Mark Twain

expressed the attitude of the Southerners when he said,

"In the South the war is what A.D. is elsewhere; they date

from it" (10, p. 364). The people were in shock and unable

to adjust to the invasion of carpetbaggers and Yankees.

While the North was prospering economically, the South was a

poverty-stricken land. During this period, all literature was

highly romanticized, and the Old South was idolized and idea-

lized (8, p. 31).

As the South began to develop industrialism and commer-

cialism, it also had its first real chance to become united

with the Union in World War I. The cruel and tragic real-

ities of this war were reminiscent of the past war. The

writers who could experience the present, and yet have a

sense of the past, were able to construct new stories about

the South.

William Faulkner, like many others of his generation

who were reared in the early twentieth century, was saturated

with war stories of the Confederate days. Faulkner, Porter,

Erskine Caldwell, Caroline Gordon, Thomas Wolfe, and Warren

were all susceptible to the past as well as to the changing

present of the South. The stories they wrote did not idealize

the South, but portrayed the Southern man with reference to

the current changes and the feeling for the past "by virtue
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of their attitude toward language, their conception of man as

a limited, dependent being. Only memory, fading, distant, of

the old community remains. That, and an attitude. The histor-

ical sense, the idea of community . . ." (8, p. 25). The

literary movement involving Faulkner and others has been

called the Southern Renascence (8, p. 11). Essentially, the

South was being reborn again in terms of its present position

during the period between the two world wars.

It is within this "Southern tradition" that Welty, Price,

and East have been associated. As Eliot notes in "Tradition

and the Individual Talent," adherence to tradition should be

discouraged if it consists only of imitating the previous

generation's success. Eliot claims that "novelty is better

than repetition" (5, p. 263). According to Eliot, "This

historical sense, which is a sense of the timeless as well

as of the temporal and of the timeless and of the temporal

together, is what makes a writer traditional" (5, p. 263).

The task of performing well within the limits of trad-

ition, "cannot be inherited," and one "must obtain it by great

labour" (5, p. 263). The writer must always be aware of the

particular elements that compose a tradition, yet he must

not become so individualistic in style, theme, or language,

for example, that he no longer enjoys the broad benefits

bestowed by being part of a major tradition. Somewhere

within the large boundaries of "Southern," Welty, Price, and

East have been placed by their readers. This study of their
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works is designed to lead us toward the points at which each

author achieves (or fails to achieve) an aesthetic balance

between the Southern tradition and his or her individual

talent. It is at such a point that a writer's fiction may

become a true work of art, and it is in reference to this

ability to combine tradition and individuality effectively

that Welty, Price, and East are studied as innovators,

creators, shapers, or imitators of the Southern literary

tradition.

In his essay, Eliot justifies the significance of such

comparison:

No poet, no artist of any art has his complete meaning
alone. His significance, his appreciation is the
appreciation of his relation to the dead poets and
artists. You cannot value him alone; you must set
him, for contrast and comparison, among the dead. I
mean this is a principle of aesthetic, not merely
historical criticism (5, p. 263).

Because these three writers are still living, the com-

parisons made here are exclusively aesthetic; the historical

must await another generation of scholars. These comparisons

are made in four areas of specifically Southern concerns or

interests: the sense of place, typical characters, black-

white relationships, and themes.
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CHAPTER II

A SOUTHERN SENSE OF PLACE

The literature of the South has "always presupposed

a strong identification with a place, a participation in

its life, a sense of intense involvement in a fixed, de-

fined society . . ." (3, p. 24). A place may seem easy

to define: it is a city or town, and in this case a

Southern city or town, more specifically in Mississippi

or North Carolina; however, defining of place as a mere

geographical location is not enough to insure the validity

of place as a Southern characteristic. After all, good

stories from all regions assert the credibility of a

specific location, Willa Cather's Nebraska stories being

a case in point.

One cannot only speak of a "kind" of place; to say that

the place presented in Ethan Frome is a different "kind" of

place from the locale of The Sound and the Fury is obvious'

and does not establish the Southern place as holding more

meaning. It is with reference to "degree" of place that

the South is strongest; the Southerner's sense of place seems

to be a matter of quality rather than of kind.

The Southerner's strong ties to home developed over years

of physical and spiritual isolation from other parts of the

country. The South's isolation was in large part responsible

for its particular social continuity, for the relatively

11
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unchanging nature that enabled the pre-World War II Southerner

to become deeply attached to a fixed society. When New York

and other Eastern cities welcomed immigrants, the complexion

of those cities changed to include the various cultures,

different ethnic and religious groups. Perhaps because of the

South's inaccessibility and its lack of opportunity, this

influx of outsiders did not spread to the Southern states.

While the North and East became melting pots of the world,

the South remained primarily white, primarily Baptist (at least

Protestant), and less widely educated. With few influences of

the changes occurring around them, the Southern folk were able

to become attached to a stable, fixed, defined, and continuous

sense of place, belongings, and surroundings.

The Southern stories of Welty, Price, and East have a

"sense" of place that is far less tangible than a specific

location. Welty tries to define this "sense" as "The named,

identified, concrete, exact and exacting, and therefore

credible, gathering spot of all that has been felt, is about

to be experienced . . ." (5, p. 122). The character who

possesses a sense of place has balance and direction. A place

where he has experienced life, where his roots are, will

remain with him regardless of where he goes. Place will

always bring him home; therefore: "It is both natural and

sensible that place where we have our roots should become the

setting, the first and primary proving ground of our fiction"

(5, p. 129).
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The Southerner's sense of place is not just where one

hangs his hat, but where one has his home and family, and

it is this "sense" that Welty, East, and Price convey in

their stories. Welty's stories, written in the pre-World

War II years of the 1920's and 1930's are indicative of the

rural and isolated Mississippi that had few drivers, fewer

roads, almost no industry, and little technology beyond the

plow and hoe. The need for people to travel far was almost

non-existent; their work and families were in the same town,

and probably had been for generations. The small Southern

towns were not greatly affected by the social and economic

advances occurring elsewhere in the nation; consequently,

the people were concerned with the immediacy of what they did

know, which was not greatly different from what their fathers

had known.

The Mississippians in Welty's stories never have the need

to question where home is, for it is inherent in each char-

acter. For Phoenix in "A Worn Path" home is Natchez Trace;

for the Mortons in "The Whistle" home is Dexter; and for

Howard in "Flowers for Marjorie" home remains Victory even

though he is physically in New York. Within such a defined

society each character becomes involved with community (to

various degrees) and identifies, if for no other reason than

it is the only place each has known.

The following description of the Morton!s farm in "The

Whistle" is indicative of the South Eudora Welty portrays:
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Night fell. The darkness was thin, like some sleazy
dress that has been worn and worn for many winters
and always lets the cold through to the bones. Then
the moon rose. A farm lay quite visible, like a white
stone in water, among the stretches of deep woods in
their colorless dead leaf. By a closer and more
searching eye than the moon's, everything belonging to
the Mortons' might have been seen--even to the tiny
tomato plants in their neat rows closest to the house,
gray and featherlike, appalling in their exposed
fragility. The moonlight covered everything, and lay
upon the darkest shape of all, the farmhouse where
the lamp had just been blown out (4, p. 111).

This description reveals an isolated tomato farm, which

later in the story can be protecte from the frost only with

the quilts and coats of its owners who are primitive in the

means of farming and living, as th Mortons still use lamps

rather than electricity. The phrase "worn and worn by many

winters," suggests a timelessness nd an insensitivity to

change of the place and its people.

East's stories, written about the 1920's and 1940's,

show slow changes in Mississippi that begin affecting his

characters. Whereas all but two o Welty's characters have

been content to stay home, at leas four of East's characters

have been eager to explore new are s. Ben Hadley has a

desire, like many of the small town boys, to go the big

"city" of Chicago. The beginnings of industrialization,

technology, and World War II brought progress and awareness

to East's Mississippians. This pr gress is evident in "Four

Minutes to the Bridge," in which h mes are being moved to

make a new highway. An awareness f the rest of the world is

brought about in World War II when Mississippi towns became

the homes of military bases, as in "Journey to the Pyramids."
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Despite the greater opportunities to travel, more com-

munication with other parts of the country, and more techno-

logical advancements being introduced into Mississippi, East's

characters retain a sense of place, but it is not always as

well defined and fully accepted as it is for Welty's char-

acters. The following passage from "Where the Music Was,"

suggests the changes affecting "place":

It was worse at night. Then you could smell the
air from the river, the tar and the towboys, and
you could hear the swing chairs on all those porches.
Every house had a porch and every porch had a swing,
and that sound was like a clock. The talk you heard
on those porches was complaining: the rain was bad
for the crops and the highway was coming through the
wrong side of town and Roosevelt was going to get us
in the war and the nigras were uppity (1, p. 25).

Some things remain the same--the smell of the river,

and towboys. But instead of isolated lives, people are now

more likely to live in houses that are close together;

there seems to be a growth toward towns and cities, in

contrast to Welty's rural stories. The talk now takes a

turn towards political and social issues, which suggests

a growing awareness of the world.

Price's stories were written during and after World

War II, which means that North Carolina, although isolated,

was still only beginning to experience industrial progress.

The characters drive cars and own radios, yet Price's

characters have such strong family ties that place is always

where the home is. In "The Names and Faces of Heroes," a

story so clearly autobiographical that the fictional family is
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also named Price, the family has to make several moves within

North Carolina, but home is always Macon where the relatives

live, and even though Uncle Grant visits the Prices, he always

returns to Macon. In "A Chain of Love," even after Milo marries,

he remains in Afton, and Afton is where Papa has spent his life

and where he hopes to die.

Although none of the authors' stories reveal in concrete

terms exactly how "place" relates to the individual, "place"

is a feeling that permeates the stories; it is a feeling th at

the Southerner has for his home. Even today there are Souther-

ners who boast that "The South shall rise again," and in the

song "Dixie," the line, "old times there are not forgotten,"

suggests a clue to this almost indescribable sense of place.

Price has perhaps put the Southerner's feeling of place

best into words in an essay he wrote in 1972:

And today I can leave my house, midway between Duke
University and Chapel Hill, walk five hundred yards
and be in houses and among people, white and black,
who could today conduct mutually intelligible, agreeing
dialogues with their resurrected great-grandparents and
who, for all that do not see themselves as isolated
islands of the past but as typical of the world around
them. I can drive sixty miles to the house where I was
born, in a town of two hundred; visit my aunts . . 1
submerge them gladly in days of memory--the sacred hilar-
ious appalling past reeled through us again in the sacred
form. . . . And not only I--but my niece, age three,
already listens closely to the same ceremonies; and though
she is a visitor, how can I guess what strata are slowly,
immovably depositing in her? Or the millions of children
who live, not visit, in the rural/small-town South and turn
from television to the oral tradition many times each day,
who are fighting again this afternoon in hundreds of public
schools the final lost battles of the Civil War, a gray
line of six-year-olds in the van (2, p. 169).
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CHAPTER II

SOUTHERN CHARACTERS

As "place" for Southern writers has an inescapable

essence and (at least prior to World War II) a high degree

of permanency, so the Southern character also seems to be

fixed in the tradition, making the author only a potential

observer of character and not the creator of such. Or so

Eudora Welty's words in a letter to Ruth Vande Kieft seem

to imply: "In stories, characters are only one brief

element, on a par with place, the feeling of place and

time, etc. They exist already developed, by necessity, to

be the instrument of awareness" (7, p. 182). The characters

in the three authors' works play a more memorable part than

"one brief element," for it is partly through the characters

that the feeling of place and the themes are revealed.

The "Southern" character has often been thought of as

a simple-minded farmer who is content on his own plot of

land, speaks with a drawl, and constantly reminisces about

"the" war as he knows it from his father and grandfather;

according to Richard Weaver, early Southerners were opposed

to analysis not because they were uneducated or lazy, but

simply because they assumed ideas as a tradition and did

not question these ideas. The typical Southern was a

deeply religious man who enjoyed legends, stories, and

18
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anecdotes, and enjoyed telling these stories as dramatically

as possible, not for their social or moral value, but merely

for the emotional effects. The Southerner did not envy or

admire material success, or so Weaver says; he was highly

conscious, he knew defeat, and he possessed a strong moral

code (5, pp. 14-22).

All of these characteristics point to the stereotyped

Southerner who is almost extinct in the writing of the

current authors. Keeping in mind that all of these traits

have possibly been acknowledged as links to the past,

writers such as Price, Welty, and East have attempted to

create individual characters from the South, as had the

writers of the Southern Renascence. The characters are

ones who would be found by walking down the small streets

in town and listening on porches. Some may hold some of

the old Southern values, others may not. The important fact

is that Welty, East, and Price do not portray "Southern"

characters, but they primarily depict individuals who have

been influenced by the South in habitat or history.

The characters in A Curtain of Green, although all

Mississippians, come from all walks of life and from all

different social and economic levels, indicating that Welty

has created individual Southern characters instead of stereo-

types. Welty's aging characters include the old Mr. Marblehall,

who leads a double life, and the two elderly "bleating" ladies

in the nursing home who receive a visit from a Campfire Girl.
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The mentally unbalanced characters are Lily Daw, a young girl

who wants to marry a tent show musician, and Keela, the club-

footed retarded "nigger" who had worked in a road show. The

comic personalities of the China Grove postmistress and Leota

the beauty operator are portrayed as well as the tragic fig-

ures of Howard, the unemployed newlywed in New York, and

Clytie, the isolated spinster who commits suicide. In con-

trast to chattering females is the "silent" couple, Albert

and Ellie Morgan, who are deaf and dumb. Miss Welty also

has black characters in major roles. Powerhouse, the jazz

blues singer, and Phoenix Jackson,the loving grandmother,

represent the hardworking blacks from Mississippi.

Eudora Welty is not alone in adopting a wide range of

characters to depict the real Southerners. In Where the

Music Was, East depicts old age through Aunt Ode, who visits

the house in which she lived before going to the nursing home;

Miss Jenny, who lectures on the Civil War as a tribute to

her late husband the General; Miss Lottie, who refuses to sell

her house to the government to make way for the new highway;

and Mr. Joe the retiring police officer. East's young char-

acters face life with less certainty. Ben Hadley leaves town

in search of big city adventures, and Billy, the hope of the

Quin family, gets his girlfriend pregnant. East's comic fig-

ures are Mr. Shankle, the evangelist who predicts the end of

the world, and Miss Willie, who is determined to write a

Peyton Place novel about her community of friends. The tragic
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young boy Gar is killed by the police for attempting a hold-

up with a water pistol. Unlike Welty's blacks, East's

"nigras" seldom play even a minor role in the stories.

The characters from The Names and Faces of Heroes are

similar to those created by Welty and East in that they are

from the South; North Carolina is the home for Price's char-

acters. Although more limited in scope than the other authors,

Price does manage to produce some different characters in

his first collection of stories. Many of Price's characters

are from his own past: Uncle Grant, the black worker who is

a part of the Price family; his father who is an idol in

young Reynolds' mind; his mother; his Aunt Ida; his younger

brother, Will; and Reynolds Price himself. Many of the

characters in The Names and Faces of Heroes are young children

and adolescents. Rosacoke, who has her first exposure to death

while staying with her grandfather at the hospital, is a char-

acter Price has continued from his first novel. Michael

Egerton's mother remarries and damages the illusion of his

father, and the cousins, Ed and Falc Rodwell, fantasize big

adventures and make secret pacts in their special place in the

woods. Price's unbalanced character is Miss Lillian Belle,

who continues to relive a romance that has long since dissolved.

Price's blacks are "Negroes" and receive treatment in major

roles.

In portraying the individual character as unique and as

"real," Miss Welty, says Miss Porter, gives life to her char-
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acter through "a straight account of actions and speech, the

personal appearance and habits of dress of the main character

and her family" (9, p. xxii-xxiii). This statement is made

in specific reference to Clytie Farr, yet holds for her other

characters as well. With such details Welty stresses the

individual qualities of her Southerners.

Leota, the beauty operator in "Petrified Man," has a

black part in the middle of her head of yellow curls, and

"strong red-nailed fingers" (9, p. 33). She works in a

lavender beauty parlor, she has had "goobers" in her over-

loaded purse for a week, she smokes cigarettes, and she

flicks " . . . an ash into the basket of dirty towels"

(9, p. 33). Miss Welty does not need to tell the reader

that Leota is cheap-looking and sloppy, for the attention to

a few details reveals more of Leota than statement can.

Leota is not the ideal refined Southern belle that would

be typical of the antebellum Mississippian.

In describing Clytie Farr of "Clytie," Miss Welty writes:

She would have to wring out everything she had on--
the waist and the jumper skirt, and the long black
stockings. On her head was one of the straw hats
from the furnishing store, with an old black satin
ribbon pinned to it to make it a better hat, and
tied under the chin. . . . the hat slowly began
to sag down on each side until it looked even more
absurd and done for, like an old bonnet on a horse
(9, pp. 159-160).

The reader sympathizes with this absurd, yet sad, portrait of

a misfit who has lived in ignorance of the changing times and
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styles. Clytie is one Southern character who has been

exposed to nothing outside of the world of Farr's Gin.

Miss Welty's sharp eye for small details has revealed

things about even her minor characters that give them a

sense of their own individuality. The nurse at the Old

Ladies' Home in "A Visit of Charity" spoke like a man, "she

had close-cut hair which stood up on the very top of her

head exactly like a sea wave," and she was reading Field and

Stream magazine (9, pp. 221, 229). She appears to have many

masculine tendencies.

Mrs. Carson in "Lily Daw and the Three Ladies" has a

"thimbled finger" and a tape measure that hangs over her

bosom (9, pp. 3, 4). Mrs. Watts has pink hands and wears

widow's black (9, p. 6). In "Why I Live at the P.O.," Uncle

Rondo wears a "flesh-colored kimono, all cut on the bias"

(9, p. 93). A bias cut gives the kimono additional quality.

"Papa-Daddy is about a million years old and's got this long-

long beard" (9, p. 91), and Mama "weighs two hundred pounds and

has real tiny feet" (9, p. 98).

East also conveys a sharp perception of detail in creating

his characters, but his perception is not as keen as Miss

Welty's. For example, in "Four Minutes to the Bridge," Miss

Lottie is a character who is in some respects similar to

Clytie and Miss Lillian Belle. She has no conception of

reality because she has been living in the past. Just as a

reader senses Clytie as a social outcast merely from her feeble
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appearance, so he learns of Miss Lottie's isolation through

her own thoughts. "She knew what people said: Lottie Sykes

is climbing in and out of her windows" (1, p. 143). The

reader knows that change is impossible for persons who think

this way: "More highway. That was the trouble nowadays.

People moved. Nobody stayed where they were. They spent

their lives moving. They had no homes" (1, p. 143). Miss

Lottie takes brandy when she gets upset, and she stays inside

for months having her food delivered to her house. She knows

that she will live and die in this one home, regardless of

the progress of the highway. These thoughts reveal that

Miss Lottie is one Southerner who tries to remain uninfluenced

by changes by living in the past of the Old South.

In "The Return of Andrew Ferengold," East describes

Mrs. Reno Sims, a minor character, in an effective way:

She was like any one of a hundred women who sit in
hotel lobbies on winter evenings, overrouged, over-
dressed, handsomer than most, perhaps. Yet there
was something about her that attracted him. Her
eyes. He could see it in her eyes--a certain
weariness (1, p. 85).

This description is effective because it describes Mrs. Sims

as a typical woman, but one who also possesses something

different--her weariness--and therefore, she is an individual.

The reader wants to learn about her weariness. However, this

description by East draws no attention to the fact that Mrs.

Reno Sims is from the South, for certainly weariness is not

just a Southern trait, and Mrs. Sims is an individual, but not

necessarily a Southern character.
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In East's "The Ears of the World," character is revealed

in speech. The Southern aspects of these characters are

visible in their names and their pastime--gossip. Obviously

this small town offers little in the ways of excitement;

consequently, these women must create their own entertainment

by talking to each other over cups of coffee every morning.

East's main character, Miss Willie, "who kept a hair net on

her hair and her stockings rolled, and the dress she wore

was likely as not the one she wore the day before" (1, p. 49),

is writing a book about her friends. The reader learns of

the characters through the things that they tell Miss Willie.

Lucy has a weakness for all kinds of men, Nola has a weakness

only for Percy Valentine, Frieda Lee tries to hang herself,

and Edna Wyatt has a baby that looks like Bubba. These

characters, although amusing and interesting, are not made

special. It seems that any small town might have similar

people with similar problems; therefore, East is good at

developing characters, but not exceptional.

Price is so similar to Welty in his detection of the

Southern character through detail that many of his passages

could fit into a Welty story. The nurse in "A Chain of Love"

"slid around the bed on her stumpy legs as smooth and speedy

as if she was on roller skates with dyed black hair screwed

up and bounding around her ears" (2, p. 6). She calls Papa

"darling" and returns to the bedroom later "to get a hairpin

she dropped on the bed" (2, p. 7). Although a minor character,
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she comes across in an amusing way that draws attention to her

small role. The lady Rosacoke sees in the hospital "was a lady

older than God," who looked like a board in bed with "steel-

colored hair laid wild on the sheets" (2, p. 12). Her voice

was "like a fingernail scrapping down a dry blackboard" (2,

p. 13). In this passage, Price has used a simile that resembles

the similes that characterize Welty's work. An example of

Price's metaphors, also characteristic of Welty's style, is

"Mr. Ledwell was a ridge on the bed that the sheets rose and

fell over in gullies like after rain . . . (2, p. 37).

Price's extensive description of Uncle Grant overflows

with its use of language. His description of Aunt Zimby is

equally good:

Her hands laid palm up on her knees, her back and
her head held straight as any boy and in that black
hat nobody ever saw her without but which got changed--
by night--every year or so, a little deaf and with no
sight at all and her teeth gone and her lips caved in
forever, leaving her nothing but those saddles of bone
under her eyes . . . (2, p. 47).

In depicting character, Price is quite successful, more

so than East, yet one critic has noted that his work

Is like the prose of Eudora Welty, as is his sensitivity
to character and his technique of dramatizing theme
through character. . . . He has also Miss Welty's
ability to render character by a fine selection of a
few details that give the characters dimension and
naturalism (6, p. 305).

This comparison, while giving Price credit for mastery of

technique, does not give him credit for originality. It is
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Welty's development of character that is the standard, Price's

the imitation, and East's the in-between (he has not blatantly

imitated her style, and, at the same time has not come near

to bettering it).

As Welty, Price, and East demonstrate, characters can

come from all walks of life and still be "Southern." Besides

being varied, the "Southern" man is complex. After the Civil

War, the South felt a strong sense of alienation from the

Union. The North was prospering in industry and continued

its progressive mode of living, and the South sank into

poverty and surrendered its lifestyle. Although World Wars I

and II united the North and South, the previous sectional

animosity took on a universal approach. People saw the

horrors of war, and the threat of the bomb made life seem

insignificant and unsure. Consequently, the writers of the

South had a past alienation as "Southerners" and a present

alienation as humans. "This conflict--the individual within

society, product of it and often as not its victim, yet at

the same time a free agent with the responsibility for his

actions--is present in every one of the Southern writers"

(4, p. 13). It is this conflict that Price, East, and Welty

convey through their characters. The conflict does not only

rest in the women or the poor. All Southern characters

experience this conflict, as well as other conflicts, in the

midst of the changing South. By developing a wide range of
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characters, Welty, Price, and East have intensified the all-

inclusiveness of the Southern individual's struggle.

With such an assortment of characters from varying social

and economic backgrounds, it is Miss Welty's keen ability that

allows her to probe the inside of her characters and expose

a common bond among them all. What Rubin calls the conflict

of the individual within society, Robert Penn Warren has also

noted in Welty's work: "Almost all the stories deal with

people who, in one way, or another, are cut off, alienated,

isolated from the world" (8, p. 210).

Place has already proved to be an immense factor in

creating the isolation that Tom Harris, R. J. Bowman, and

Howard experience. Other characters who have a place must

battle obstacles that are within themselves. Mrs. Larkin

in "A Curtain of Green" must face a life of loneliness

after her husband's death. Unable to comprehend the fact

that the love for her husband could not protect him from his

death that she witnesses, she attempts to find refuge in her

"slanting, tangled garden more and more over-abundant and

confusing" (9, p. 210). Her neighbors, whose proper attempts

at sympathy are thwarted by Mrs. Larkin, no longer care about

the figure they see daily in "a sort of jungle" they find

unpleasant to view. By immersing herself in a rigorous day-

light-to-dark obsession in her garden, Mrs. Larkin hopes to

forget her husband's death. Yet, the memories return, and

one afternoon when a stillness overtakes the garden, "she felt
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all at once terrified, as though her loneliness had been

pointed out by some outside force whose finger parted the

hedge" (9, p. 215). She cannot sort out life and death,

she cannot punish others, and she will find no answers in

the secluded life she leads, which "ventured forever a little

farther, a little deeper, into her life in the garden"

(9, p. 211). Her only escape from isolation is sleep and

finally death: "She would lie in bed, her arms tired at her

sides and in motionless peace: against that which was

inexhaustible [her separateness] there was no defense"

(9, p. 218). Mrs. Larkin's isolation is a part of her doing

and is not a Southern condition.

Mr. Marblehall, of "Old Mr. Marblehall," does not face

a terror quite as great as Mrs. Larkin's, for he can find

solace in his existence by daydreaming. Mr. Marblehall, a

sixty-six-year-old man, who walks for his health and lives in

his ancestral home, tries to bring attention to his life by

fathering a child in his old age. Yet, in Natchez, "nobody

gives a hoot about any old Mr. Marblehall" (9, p. 183). In

an effort to escape his boring life and shun the indifference

of the Natchez inhabitants, "He is leading a double life"

(9, p. 185). He fantasizes about another marriage to a woman

who is the opposite of his first wife and a son who is only .

little more "shocking" than his first son. His second identity

is that of a Mr. Bird who lives on the other side of town.

He continues reading Terror Tales and Astonishing Stories,
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"about horrible and fantastic things happening to nude women

and scientists" (9, p. 187) and imagines the excitement that

he would cause if it is discovered that he leads a double

life. However, no one discovers, and no one cares, so Mr.

Marblehall finally finds his own method for self-preservation:

"They [people whom no one cares about] endure something

inwardly--for a time secretly; they establish a past, a

memory; thus they store up life" (9, p. 191). Although Mr.

Marblehall is suffering from a lack of attention, it seems

that he will continue to enjoy his intrigue that kills time

and gets him through the "clocking nights."

East's assortment of characters possesses another quality

similar to the characters in A Curtain of Green. They are

dealing with isolation and separateness. When Ben Hadley

feels shut off from the world in his small hometown, he

goes to Chicago only to realize that his place is home.

When Andrew Ferengold feels isolated from his wife and questions

his tedious existence, he also leaves, hoping to discover an

answer. Mattie Silvers also feels that her boring life is

overwhelming and hopes to find new life elsewhere. These

characters feel their isolation and run from "place" to seek

identity. Other of East's characters choose not to leave,

but rather to deal with their alienation by retreating to

the past.

For Leggett in "Journey to the Pyramids" the past was

a time when he knew who he was and who his friends were.
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Leggett travels six hundred miles with his wife to visit

his old army camp in Mississippi and relive "a time when

he was more alive than he would ever be again" (1, p. 170)1.

The German P.O.W. camp is now a government pasture, -and the

only remaining artifacts of war days are small concrete

pyramids that stand where there had once been barracks, mess

halls, and obstacle courses. Although only fields remain,

Leggett is swept to the past days and fondly recalls the

camaraderie of his buddies, especially Metcalf. He realizes

his futile attempt to make his wife understand. Sitting by

the remains, "suddenly he was sad, because time had passed

and because Metcalf had changed and because nothing was this

real to him" (1, p. 179). It is a feeling he could not

communicate to Lois, and one that Metcalf has forgotten.

Sadly he returns "back into a life in which nothing happened--

and nothing would" (1, p. 180). Leggett's visit to the old

Camp Van Dorn does not provide any consolation for him, but

only reinforces the fact that the army life would never

return and his present life lacks the understanding and

challenge of his war years, years that are not solely Southern.

Another character who is alienated because she is a

human being and not because she is a Southerner is Miss Odell

in "A Sunday Drive." She lives in a nursing home and is out

of touch with reality while trying to piece together her life

and identity. "One day, she knew, she would remember where

she had come from; it would all come back to her and leave
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her dizzy, like a deep breath of air" (1, p. 17). But

presently, she remains alone in the dark as to her identity.

One afternoon her niece and nephew come to take her for a

ride while they collect money at the black rent homes. One

house happens to be Aunt Ode's before she was put in the

home. Pushing her way into the parlor, she suddenly is able

to piece together her past by looking around the room. She

tells the children that they are unable to understand, and

they watch in shock as she collapses into a chair. Satis-

fied at last that she has found her place, and thus her

identity, she does not care about returning to the home,

going on more Sunday drives, or receiving more powder for

Christmas. "And she wanted to sleep, and dream, past any

awakening" (1, p. 22). Miss Odell, like Leggett, has

relived her past by visiting a place where she never felt

isolation. But unlike Leggett, Aunt Ode is content to end

her life, and Leggett must continue to live a life in which

he perpetuates his loneliness.

Miss Lillian Belle Carraway in Price's "The Anniversary"

faces the sadness of her existence in a stoical manner. She

lives with her brother in a large home that had belonged to

their parents. Miss Lillie is seventy-two-years-old and has

always been afforded the pleasure of caring parents who gave

her everything and had everything done for her, a fact that

may be more common to the South than to other parts of the

country. With the absence of the cook, Miss Lillie is
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hopelessly left to prepare meals for her brother and herself,

a responsibility which she fails, for it was common knowledge

that she "couldn't make a thing but mints" (2, p. 65). Ob-

viously the life she has been prepared for has never come.

It is through the object of Pretty Billy's mustache cup

that Lillie is allowed to reflect the past. As she wanders

down to the graveyard, she notes the changing countryside.

Although she is not aware, she is an antique fixture in a

modern world.

Once at the cemetery, accompanied by the black boy,

Wash, she is not alone anymore. Although everything around

her has changed--her parents are dead, her beau is dead--she

is able to relive the past and in doing so ignores the present.

She tells Wash the story of her romance with Pretty Billy, who

courted her by mail for years and finally left Hamlet to come

to Macon to marry her. Miss Lillian was twenty-eight and con-

sidered an old maid, so the reunion brought joy to her family.

A few days before the wedding, Billy was killed when he was

thrown from his horse, and from that day on, time has been the

same for Miss Lillian. For almost fifty years she has made the

annual trip to the cemetery to place flowers on Pretty Billy's

grave, and for almost fifty years she has gently dusted his mug.

For Miss Lillian, a life of isolation is tolerable because "re-

membrance took her from her head down to every part the way a

breeze will take itself straight down the hall of a house when

you had almost given up hope for it, cooling every room as it
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goes" (2, p. 67). In this respect, she is like Welty's

Miss Larkin, who lives a day-to-day existence mourning for

a dead loved one.

Price has said of his first book, "I can't think of a

solitary character in any of the stories" (3, p. 717). Maybe

it is through manipulation of detail that Miss Lillian Belle

appears solitary, but probably she is a solitary figure because

she remains alive among the dead she cherishes. However, Miss

Lillian is the only character in this first collection of

stories who does appear to isolate herself from the world

about her. Price's other characters are so involved with

family that unless their families are dead--like Lillian's--

there is always an escape from isolation.

Uncle Grant, whose only family has been the one he has

worked for, can depend on them to take care of him until

he dies. Papa Mustian is taken care of by his whole family,

each of whom cares for the others. Michael Egerton has a

father whom he loves and worships, and Price, as narrator,

has found heroic stature in his father whom he admires and

loves. All the stories profess such an overwhelming atmos-

phere of love of family that Price's characters are removed

from the category of suffering an individual conflict. In

this respect, his early stories do not convey the feeling of

alienation that is generally alleged to come from other

writers of the South.

Although all three writers depict individual Southern
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characters rather than stereotypes, and characters who are

alienated from present Southern society, Welty is superior

not only because she is a forerunner, but because she is

best. Her ability to create two worlds, real and fantasy,

within her characters and her small details that reveal the

Southern aspects of her characters are qualities that make

them memorable. East has also tried to use details, but

his details do not reveal as many Southern aspects of the

characters as do Welty's, and his ability to probe the inner-

most minds of his characters to reveal their isolation is

not as evident as Welty's. Price, as already noted, is

similar to Welty in style; and therefore, although he can

create characters, he lacks originality.
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CHAPTER IV

THE BLACK-WHITE RELATIONSHIP

IN THE SOUTH

The black character needs special treatment in the

Southern tradition, for "to speak of the South today is to

speak of the Negro" (4, p. 15). Joel Chandler Harris

portrayed the black man as loyal to his master even after

the Civil War, but later blacks denied the validity of this

image. The blacks' heritage is also a part of their presen-

tation as characters in the current world, for they are

living symbols of the changes that have occurred in the

South. The status of blacks was greatly influenced by the

integration and civil rights movements which began in the

1950's, but they still suffered many drastic and often

painful changes. Their treatment by writers is well explained

in the following statement by Rubin:

To the Southern writer, the question of the
Negro's role in Southern life presents itself
in human rather than theoretical terms: the
image is of Man, not Southern Negro. Yet so
omnipresent is the Negro "problem" that the
Southern writer naturally finds himself seeing
human beings in ways that illustrate and comment
on the current race issue (4, p. 18).

Welty, however, clearly writes of the blacks as indi-

vidual characters and not as symbols of the racial problems.

They are the common folk and are not used as spokesmen of

social protest. Unlike white characters who suffer problems

37
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of isolation, identity, and reality, the blacks in Welty's

A Curtain of Green play heroic roles. "Her Negro char-

acters withstand and even triumph over their isolation and

adversity in a manner seldom approached by her white char-

acters" (1, p. 137). In this respect, her blacks have been

compared to Faulkner's blacks who, like Dilsey, endure.

In "Powerhouse," Welty creates an imaginative and com-

pelling jazz singer who is able to create energy from his

music. The mere description of this man confirms his

excitement:

He looks more Asiatic, monkey, Jewish, Babylonian,
Peruvian, fanatic, devil. He has pale gray eyes,
heavy lids, maybe horny like a lizard's, but big
glowing eyes when they're open. He has African
feet of the greatest size, stomping, both together,
on each side of the pedals. He's not coal black--
beverage colored--looks like a preacher when his
mouth is shut, but then it opens--vast and obscene
(5, p. 254).

Powerhouse and his band are performing for a white

audience which feels embarrassed "when somebody, no matter

who, gives everything" (5, p. 259). Playing the requested

"Pagan Love Song," Powerhouse leads his musicians into a

dialogue of pure fantasy. The group enjoys improvising

about Powerhouse's wife who killed herself over an affair

with the devious Uranus Knockwood. Whether Powerhouse

actually has a wife and whether she is dead remains a

mystery. The fact is that the group can change this

fantasy into music. Powerhouse requires these dreams so

he can moan those blue notes. As leader of the band, he
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is isolated from the other members, he is isolated as a

black performing for a white, and he is even isolated in

the cafe from the common blacks who live there. Powerhouse

is different because he is a hero: "A hundred dark, ragged,

silent, delighted Negroes have come around from under the

eaves of the hall, and follow wherever they [the band] go"

(5, pp. 262-263]. For Powerhouse, there is relief of

suffering and dreaming in his music, a music which unites

him with whites and blacks alike and compensates for his

isolation in a way not so clearly visible among Welty's

white characters.

"A Worn Path" introduces a black character who pos-

sesses the true enduring spirit--the ageless Phoenix

Jackson. The isolation that Phoenix faces is that: "'We

[she and her grandson] are the only two left in the world'"

(5, p. 288). Although she and her grandson may live apart

from the people in the Natchez area, Phoenix is hardly

alienated. She is unique among Welty's characters because

she is in harmony with everything. Her trip to town covers

miles of woods, yet she talks to herself about the country-

side, the animals, and her own journey. She encounters

numerous obstacles on the way, only to discover upon reaching

Natchez that she has forgotten why she came. Just as the

woods or the hunter did not bother her, neither do the im-

patient nurses at the clinic. Their lack of sympathy only

makes Phoenix look all the more superior. She tells them
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of her grandson: "'He suffer and it don't seem to put him

back at all. He got a sweet look. He going to last'"

(5, p. 288). Endure he will, and so will Phoenix because

she has him to live for and to love. She will make this

trip which demands so much of her aging body because she

finds joy in loving her grandson. She says: "'I not going

to forget him again, no, the whole enduring time. I could

tell him from all others in creation'" (5, p. 288). Phoenix

Jackson overcomes her low social position as a black to

become one of the most suffering and respected human char-

acters Welty has created.

"Keela, the Outcast Indian Maiden" depicts Little Lee

Roy "'a little clubfooted nigger man," (5, p. 75) who in his

younger days had been dressed up in a red dress and given

live chickens to eat as part of a traveling road show in

Texas. Steve, the young announcer for the show, has been

living with the guilt that he watched Keela be mistreated

because Keela was retarded and black. Steve has "'been

feelin' bad ever since. Can't hold onto a job or stay in

one place for nothin' in the world'" (5, p. 83). Steve plans

to give Keela some money, but having none, he leaves "'to

catch a ride someplace'" (5, p. 87). Steve is unable to deal

with the past, but Lee Roy who was directly affected by this

horrid treatment is more at peace with himself than Steve is.

Lee Roy now has yellow crutches and can hop around with

"miraculous rapidity." During the confrontation, he is
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sitting on his front porch surrounded by chickens. One would

assume that Lee Roy would never care to see another chicken.

Through the story and confession, Lee Roy only manages to

laugh; he is not suffering from bad memories. In fact, the

stories he tells his sons and daughters suggest a yearning

to return to the more exciting days when he was with the

roadshow. The white boy is the one who suffers in this

story.

Of the three writers' works, East is the only one who

has taken the traditional direction of social comment.

Rather than developing strong black characters, he depicts

the struggle that exists in the black-white relationship in

parts of Mississippi. The blacks in East's Where the Music

Was play minor roles compared to the strong black characters

of Welty. They are not accepted as individuals by the white

folk. Ben Hadley sums up the role of :the black in East's fiction

when he remarks about his "almost" friend who was the black

Tip:

The others were just nigras--yardmen and nurses and
cooks. They were there all your life and you never
looked at them; or if you did,-you thought; they're
all alike, they look alike, and their houses smell
alike . . . like coal oil and scorched shirts (2, p. 27).

The blacks in East's stories are servants and workers.

Although East does not develop special black characters as

Welty does, he does comment on the blacks as a group.

In "A Summer Memory" Marianna is Cousin Caroline's
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"nigra." She had been the only servant Caroline has ever

had, so when Caroline strikes and kills the sixty-five-year-

old lady, she tells her cousin Dudley: "'She was a good

nigra . . . and I don't know how I'm going to make out

without her'" (2, p. 72). Dudley is naturally shocked, and

tells Caroline he will not dig the grave, "'and I won't, so

long as I got nigras to do it'" (2, p. 70). Caroline must

go on trial for manslaughter even though "ten years before,

or even five, Cousin Caroline could have killed her nigra

woman and walked out of there without a bond" (2, p. 73).

But, on that day she tells the courtroom her only line of

defense, "'Marianna was my nigra woman'" (2, p. 77).

The verdict was "'not guilty', of course." As much as

Cousin Caroline tries to remain aloof and treat Marianna as

a possession, there was a bond between the woman and her

maid that Caroline could not speak of. This kinship is

revealed when Caroline has a heart attack while attempting

to dig a grave on the family plot for Mariannna. Perhaps it

was not acceptable to publicly proclaim love for a black

(as the jury's verdict confirmed) because society had such

definite opinions on the relationship of whites to blacks,

but the devotion and respect are felt by Caroline all the

same.

A similar black-white relationship is revealed in "Night

Watch." In this story the retiring Mr. Joe, in his last week

of active duty, is training a new police officer. It is the
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town's general opinion that the blacks are good for nothing

but trouble. The police, especially Wade, who was a member

of the Klan, enforce this opinion by stopping any blacks

coming through town. It is this hard-nosed position that

Mr. Joe feels compelled to pass on to the young rookie Toler.

Mr. Joe tries to warn Toler what to look for: "'Niggers used

to like big hubcaps. It's the big cars now. You won't find

any of those niggers from Chicago in a Ford. You look for a

Cadillac--or maybe a Buick'" (2, p. 160). To Joe, like Ben

Hadley, blacks are all the same. As tough as Mr. Joe tries

to come across, inside he sympathizes with the blacks. He

cannot understand why Wade enjoys lynching blacks with his

vigilante group, and after Toler tells him a story about

beating up a black sergeant, he finds that "white boys now-

adays are mean" (2, p. 161). Toler tells the story because

he feels he must impress Mr. Joe by feigning a hatred of

blacks; this hatred will insure him of becoming a good police

officer.

Each man despises the other for a lack of understanding

and sympathy for the blacks. As they both leave duty, Mr. Joe

thinks of all the stories he could tell about being friendly

to the blacks: "Oh, there are stories and stories. But

you can't tell them. Not to this boy. You can't tell them"

(2, p. 169). Mr. Joe sadly remarks about the way it was in

town: "The point was; it was an awful thing, but you can't

have that; you've got to show 'em" (2, p. 169). Thus, white
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supremacy lives on in this small Southern town, and Toler

and Mr. Joe will continue to live a life of sham because it

is expected of them. Each will go home to bed, "'like a white

man ought to'" (2, p. 168).

The obvious prejudice that East's characters have or

feel that they must have concerning the blacks is quite

opposite to the manner in which Price's characters in The Names

and Faces of Heroes react to the blacks. Price creates indi-

vidual black characters who move freely among the folk of

North Carolina. Price's blacks, humble as they appear,

demand respect and in this characteristic are similar to the

blacks in Welty's and some of Faulkner's fiction.

Price begins "Uncle Grant" with a lengthy physical

description of the old man sitting in his usual chair in Aunt

Ida's kitchen. He was sitting straight with his face resting

in his hands, "his legs would be clasped, uncrossed not to

wrinkle the starched khaki trousers and ending in high-top

shoes that, winter or summer, would be slashed into airy

patterns with a razor blade" (3, p. 111). He wears long pants

and a long shirt with the top button fastened, so that

only the shape of his skull would be clear--narrow
and long, pointed at the chin, domed at the top--
and the color of the skin that covered it, unbroken
by a single hair except sparse brown, the color of
a penny polished down by years of thumbs till Lincoln's
face is a featureless shadow but with red life running
beneath (3, p. 111).

Already Price has begun to shape a man of dignity, un-

equaled by his white characters who do not receive such
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detailed attention. Uncle Grant is brought to life through

the narrator's, young Price's, eyes. Uncle Grant takes care

of the Price's yard in Macon, and also of young Reynolds.

When the Price family moves, Uncle Grant visits on weekends

because the father needs Grant there to talk with. Reynolds

learns to love Uncle Grant because Grant is a snake hunter

and an arrowhead hunter. The father learns to love Grant and

depends on his visits more for conversation than for help

in the yard.

With the Price family constantly relocating around North

Carolina and unable to afford a house big enough to keep

Uncle Grant, he is left with Aunt Ida. When Price's father

dies, the family tries to keep the news from Uncle Grant

for as long as possible, knowing how upset the man would be.

Uncle Grant remains a "member" of the family, and it is Aunt

Ida who pays for him to stay in the home when he becomes ill.

Every Christmas the family goes out to see him and takes

gifts. It is by remembering Uncle Grant years later that

Price regrets not having sent him a letter or made a final

communication with a man he loved. In this tender story,

Uncle Grant is portrayed as a humorous, hard-working, dedi-

cated, loyal friend to the Price family. Price has not

written about any of his white relatives or family friends

with such love. Grant is a remarkable man in his unfailing

stamina and humane qualities. Price portrays him with respect

second only to that for his own father, Will.
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"The Warrior Princess Ozimba" is also a story of an

ancient black figure in a white family. Mr. Ed is carrying

on a tradition started by his father Mr. Phil, how dead,

of giving Aunt Zimby a pair of blue tennis shoes every Fourth

of July, a day she has designated as her birthday. Now she

stays on her daughters porch, deaf, with no teeth and caved

in lips, and with faint recollections of the past. She con-

fuses Mr. Ed with his father because, fearing she might get

too upset, no one ever tells her Mr. Phil is dead. She spits

her snuff into a tin can and tells stories that express a

love for Mr. Phil. Mr. Ed remarks in leaving: "I stood

there those last few minutes, looking through sudden amazed

tears at all that age and remembering my dead father" (3, p. 52).

Mr. Ed has a genuine respect for Aunt Zimby that is rooted in

his father's past and his own present life.

Welty and Price have created superb black characters who

outlast the people they work for--the white people. These

blacks seem to live forever, hardly being affected by tragedy

or joy. They take care of those they love, and finally are

taken care of by those who love them--often whites. This

treatment may seem somewhat romanticized when compared with

the treatment that East gives the black-white condition,

which may or may not be realistic, but "A Worn Path," "The

Warrior Princess Ozimba," and "Uncle Grant" have all been

anthologized and awarded prizes for their portrayal of theme

and character.
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CHAPTER V

SOUTHERN THEMES

Welty, Price, and East all reveal theme primarily

through setting, plot, and character. As already noted,

their characters convey ideas of isolation and alienation,

of strength and endurance; all of these ideas have been a

part of the Southern tradition. The themes that traditional

Southern literature seems to be preoccupied with are

the race problem; the complicity of guilt resulting
from slavery; the suffering and tragic knowledge of
defeat produced by the Civil War and the dissolution
of the aristocratic way of life; the beneficent role
of the land as a force in the social economy, a mode
of life threatened from within and without by indust-
rialization and commercialism (6, p. 172).

These traditional themes are not to be found in the

works of Welty and Price; East deals with only the race

problem of these themes. As the South changed, so did its

writers, and once again the change was visible in the works

of the Fugutive Group and Faulkner. These "modern" Southern

themes include 1) "a strong historic sense" which is

necessary for a view of tragedy; 2) "preoccupation with sin";

3) social attitudes; 4) political attitudes; 5) "man's

religious nature" (6, p. 173). To these modern themes, the

three writers are insensitive. The works of Welty, Price,

and East are limited in the manner of following the Southern

themes. Perhaps the limitation is due in part to the medium

of the short story, which they have chosen to employ.

48
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Miss Welty has said that "Human life is fiction's only

theme" (8, P. 129), and just as she portrays a variety of

human characters, so does she incorporate a variety of themes.

Through the lives of her characters, she has revealed their

internal and external conflicts, and in many of her stories

her characters, as previously noted, are tied to "place",

which is a sense of belonging that gives balance and direction.

For Sara and Jason Morton place was the town of Dexter: "There

in her mind, dusty little Dexter became a theater for almost

legendary festivity, a place of pleasure" (7, p. 114). For

some of the characters, place is not a conscious awareness,

but it is where they live and work, have always done so, and

will always do so. They are firmly rooted in their homes,

but do not question why or how. Other characters must find a

sense of place, a place where they can belong. The importance

of place and the individual is a theme found in many of Welty's

stories, and although this theme does not take the wide scope

that traditional themes take, this theme is effectively expressed

in Welty's traveling salesmen.

In Welty's "Death of a Traveling Salesman," R. J. Bowman,

who has sold shoes for fourteen years throughout Mississippi,

does not have a place which he can call home. The thoughts

that tie him down to a place are those of his grandmother's

house, and he often wishes that he could fall into the big

feather bed as he did when he was a youngster. But his present

life offers only an endless highway with signposts and persistent
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heart trouble. "He had gradually put up at better hotels,

in the bigger towns, but weren't they all, eternally, stuffy

in summer and drafty in winter?" (7, p. 232).

When Bowman's car goes off into the ditch, he must seek

help from a house on the hill. Upon entering the home, he

feels better, for the house reminds him of his grandmother's

home. By the time his car is out of the ditch, "He felt

strangely helpless and resentful. Now that he could go, he

longed to stay. From what was he being deprived?" (7, p. 252).

He has a heart attack en route to his car and dies alone in

a strange place.

Another of Welty's traveling salesmen is Tom Harris in

"The Hitch-Hikers." Although a seemingly more likeable

person than Bowman because of his friends and acquaintances

along his territory, Harris still forgets which town he is

in and where he is heading. His life is also a blur of road

signs, interrupted only briefly when he picks up two tramp

hitch-hikers. After the scene in Dulcie in which one tramp

smashes a beer bottle over the other's head, Harris tries to

relax and accept the loneliness of his job and life:

But it was too like other evenings, this town was too
like other towns, for him to move out of this lying
still clothed on the bed, even into comfort or despair.
Even the rain--there was often rain, there was often a
party, and there had been other violence not of his
doing--other fights, not quite so pointless, but fights
in his car; fights, unheralded confessions, sudden love-
making--none of any of this his, not his to keep but
belonging to the people of these towns he passed through,
coming out of their rooted pasts and their mock rambles,
coming out of their time. He himself had no time. He
was free; helpless (7, p. 141).
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In this passage, Harris associates freedom--that is, freedom

from being tied down to a certain town--with helplessness.

The next morning he leaves Dulcie and continues his lonely

life on the highway, which only ensures him that he, like

Bowman, will never feel a "home" that is important to most

Southerners.

East's Andrew Ferengold in "The Return of Andrew

Ferengold" is doomed like Welty's salesmen to endure a

life of constant travel with no roots. Andrew, who had a

good law practice and wife of twenty years, impulsively leaves

town one afternoon. He leaves because he no longer feels a

sense of balance and belonging that characterizes home to

him. Feeling betrayed by his wife, who could not have children

and does not love him, he feels an emptiness in his daily

routine. By leaving, he only intensifies his need to return

to his home, and when he finally decides to return, about a

year later, he realizes the whole purpose of his escape:

"But suddenly he knew--why he had gone away and what he had

waited for. To be missed. Simply that. To be missed" (2,

p. 93). His disappointing return proves only that he has not

been missed at all, and he despairingly boards another bus

for places unknown. Like the salesmen, he will find it

impossible to become attached to one place.

East's title story, "Where the Music Was," reveals the

explorations of a young boy leaving his home, and later, after

maturing, returning to the place where he belonged. Ben Hadley
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expresses the thought that many young people still express:

"I don't know what it was, why we had to get away from here"

(2, p. 25). Chicago is the big city where Ben thinks he can

find adventure; however, his life at a dull job with few

friends in a cold, unfriendly city is not what he had imagined.

One of Ben's friends, a rich young girl named Ollie, who has

also left home, confesses to Ben that she is looking for some-

thing that money cannot buy. Ben thinks, "Maybe she was

looking for what we all were looking for, back there on the

water tank. A place. Maybe a place where the dark never

comes" (2, p. 32). For Ben, the place of "light"--of love

and understanding--is his hometown, so he returns home, takes

a job with the telephone company, marries, and has a family.

For Ben life continues in this town just as it always has:

he notes, "Times don't change, do they?" (2, p. 33). This

story especially emphasizes the importance of the small

Southern town in comparison to the big, bustling, and unfriendly

city of Chicago.

Mattie Silvers is another of East's characters who

becomes bored with the complacent life she experiences in

"Under the Blue Cup." "She had come to that restless time

when women begin wondering, secretly, if what matters most

in life has slipped away from them" (2, p. 118). Mattie

decides suddenly to leave for Memphis to become a beauty

operator, tells a waitress an imaginative story about her

husband Seab's infidelity and cruelty, and then after being

rejected by a twenty-year-old hitch-hiker, she feigns rape
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and returns home to her attentive husband. Lying on her bed

at home, she realizes that this place--this farm, her husband,

and their love--is all that she needs. It is here where she

feels most secure and protected:

Outside she could hear the rain beginning to fall.
In the morning the darkness would be gone and no
rain would fall. There would be bare fields and
chinaberry trees and a canopy of cloud and sky,
like a blue cup turned upside down over them (2,
p. 129).

Mattie still has what matters most--a sense of place, her

Mississippi farm.

For Price's characters the sense of place is inborn, and

characters who do not feel a sense of place, like the salesmen

and Andrew Ferengold, are not found in his works, and neither

do any of his characters feel the need to rediscover their

place. Price's characters are bound by family to a home.

For the narrator in "Uncle Grant," who is Price himself,

this feeling that attaches him to his home is not realized

until six years after Uncle Grant's death. Uncle Grant, who

had been the son of Black slaves, finds work with the Price

family in Macon, North Carolina. He tends the yard, tends

the boys, and loves and was loved by Price's father. The

influence that Uncle Grant has on the life of young Reynolds

is realized only when Reynolds is 3,000 miles from North

Carolina, "in Oxford whose light and color and trees and

even grass would be strange to him [Grant] as the moon (as

they are to me)" (4, p. 110). And, because Reynolds sees a

postcard that reminds him of Uncle Grant, he spends a
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week thinking of his home, Uncle Grant, the homes his family

lived in, his father, his relatives, and the town of Macon.

Price still has the spirit of home, of place, with him for

it is "the gathering spot of all that has been felt."

Price's Miss Lillian Belle Carraway is in constant

touch with her roots in "The Anniversary." She has known

no other place, and by the fact that she and her brother

now live in their parents! home, every article and object

in the house can set her memory to work on experiences of

her life. Although the complexion of her community has

changed over the years, Miss Lillian can still recollect

her surrounding:

the perfectly round oak tree people still drove
miles to look at and where Aunt Dorcas Simpson's
place had gone, leaving its chimney alone and
old . . . and Liney Twitty's place huddled to
the ground, cowed-looking. . . . All the other
things that belonged there were gone (4, p. 69).

Maybe the homes have withstood change, but the homes and

land are all part of the roots that Miss Lillian feels. When

Miss Lillian visits the cemetery that contains the graves of

seventeen of her Carraway relatives, she knows that this is

where she will also be one day. The farthest Miss Lillian

has strayed from her town of Macon and from the family who

has loved her has been the State Fair. She feels a deep sense

of obligation to her home and the family name.

In "A Chain of Love," Papa Mustian, the grandfather,

makes a final request: To die at home. "He couldn't think

of anything worse than dying away from home" (4, p. 100).
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Although his home is Afton, his family thought he should be

in the hospital at Raleigh after his heart attack. The

grandchildren and children are with him constantly--Rato,

Rosacoke, Baby Sister, Mama, Milo, and Sissie. While Papa

is in one hospital room getting attention from his family,

there is a man dying in the room down the hall. Rosacoke,

extremely sensitive, has been sympathizing with the dying

man, Mr. Ledwell, because he is "dying in this strange place

away from his friends and his home" (4, p. 34). Mr. Ledwell

had just moved to the area six months ago from Baltimore.

Although there is nothing Rosacoke can do for Mr. Ledwell

and his family, she appreciates her own family and her own

home. For her, home is a place where she can go out with

her boyfriend Wesley every Saturday night, where she can

attend school and church, where she can go to see the Lions'

Club show in Warenton. Already as an adolescent she is

beginning to value the sense of place in her life and wish

for it to be in Mr. Ledwell's last hours.

Although distance has created no obstacle for discovering

place in "Uncle Grant," in one of Welty's stories, "Flowers

for Marjorie," the physical relocation from home has proved

fatal for the protagonist Howard and his new wife who have

fled to New York City in hopes of finding employement there

during the Depression. Howard, like Ben Hadley, does not find

the friendly atmosphere in the big city and at once feels

alone. To compound problems, he has been unable to find a job,
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and his wife is expecting a baby. Looking at his wife Marjorie,

he thinks: "It was hard to remember, in this city of dark,

nervous, loud-spoken women, that in Victory, Mississippi, all

girls were like Marjorie--and that Marjorie was in turn like

his home" (7, p. 194). In a moment when he is not sure of

time and place, he stabs Marjorie with a butcher knife.

Howard will never return to Victory now; Marjorie and his

home are gone from him forever. Although some characters have

been able to maintain a sense of place even far from their

homes, the pressure of New York, of being unemployed, of

becoming a father, and being a failure combined to corrupt

Howard's mind and make him kill the one thing that was a

symbol of his home.

The examples from these stories all indicate that sense

of place is more than just a location. Although thes9 stories

take place in North Carolina and Mississippi, some of the char-

acters had a feeling of belonging, others were searching for it,

others knew they would never belong in any one place, a fact

which also supports the previous ideas of the Southern tradition

that place is important to the Southern characters as a form

of identification; and because the association of place is

different for the characters, they are individual Southern

characters rather than stereotypes.

Another theme that Welty develops through her characters

is their desire to reach out. "The deepest needs of her char-

acters can only be fulfilled through communication with others"

(1, p. xv). It is the inability of a character to express his
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thoughts and feelings that make him aware of his loneliness.

Clytie approaches the barber, and "instead of telling him

that he might go in and shave her father, she put out her

hand and with breathtaking gentleness touched the side of his

face" (7, pp. 175-176). Mr. Bobo flees in horror, and Clytie

is left alone, unable to communicate her innocent search for

identity.

An obvious example of a need to communicate can be found

in the theme of "The Key." Albert and Ellie Morgan are a

deaf couple waiting in the station for the train that will

take them to Niagara Falls. Ellie's face shows "that too-

explicit evidence of agony in the desire to communicate"

(7, p. 57). The young man in the station was different from

everyone else because he possesses, "instead of the craving

for communication, something of reticence" (7, p. 59). The

young man drops the key, and Albert picks it up. To Albert

the key symbolizes the precious idea of hope and new adven-

tures. It is a personal delight to Albert alone, and Ellie

feels cheated at not being able to share Albert's secret

happiness. He tries to communicate to her with his hands

that, "'Maybe out marriage was really for love, after all,

not for the other reason--both of being afflicted in the

same ways, unable to speak, lonely because of that'" (7, p. 62).

Albert sits so content and oblivious to the outside world

that Ellie almost becomes jealous of his happiness: "'How

empty and nervous her red scrubbed hands were, how desperate

to speak!" (7, p. 68). Yet, all communication is not through
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words, and Ellie cannot understand that there are things from

Albert's past which will remain only as a part of him. For

Albert, "when you pick up your hands and start to talk, if

you don't watch carefully, this security will run away and

leave you" (7, p. 69). Ellie wants to tell and know every-

thing, and Albert is content to remain quietly alone. Albert

has hidden his key--his happiness--in his pocket, and for

Ellie, "there was no joy there" (7, p. 73).

In "Death of a Traveling Salesman," Bowman's life on

the road has never afforded him a place or a person to call

his own. It is at the "shotgun house" that Bowman realizes

his urgent need to talk to the woman:

But he wanted to leap up, to say to her, I have been
sick and I found out then, only then, how lonely I
am. . . . he would rush on to tell her, thinking
of his heart now as a deep lake, it should be holding
love like other hearts (7, p. 243).

Bowman says nothing, but "he felt ashamed and exhausted

by the thought that he might, in one more moment, have tried

by simple words and embraces to communicate some strange

thing--something which seemed always to have just escaped him"

(7, p. 244). When Bowman sees the man and woman together

after dinner, he realizes with shock that they are married and

that "the only secret was the ancient communication between two

people" (7, p. 251). Unable to change his status as a man

without a home and a man of isolation, his final need to talk,
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to share, is never made real to anyone but himself. The only

"noise" he makes is the "tremendous explosions" of his heart:

"He covered his heart with both hands to keep anyone from

hearing the noise it made. But nobody heard it" (7, p. 253).

For those characters who are unable to communicate their

loneliness, their isolation, and their love, Welty gives

options. They can fail, like Bowman and Clytie, and die.

They can continue to live hoping one day to express themselves--

Albert and Ellie, the narrator in "Why I Live at the P.O.,,"

Jason and Sara Morton who were "no more communicative in

their misery than a pair of window shutters beaten by a

storm" (7, p. 112). Or, they can turn to an inner life, like

Mr. Marblehall and Mrs. Larkin. The only characters who are

able to communicate are Powerhouse, through his music, and

Phoenix, through her love. This point also verifies the

author's attitude that the blacks are successful in facing

life.

Although East is different from Price and Welty in

that one of his themes deals with the social attitude toward

blacks, an issue the other two have skirted, he has incor-

porated many of the same themes that Welty and Price have

also used. He has depicted the history of the vanished

South, the isolation, the search for identity, and love,

themes that are common in all three writers' works, and

which, although found in Southern stories, are universal

themes that cannot be seen as peculiarly Southern.
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One of East's stories, "A Fisherman's Wife," deals

with the theme of sacrifice, a theme which is not focused

upon with attention by Price, but is evident in Welty's

"A Worn Path." Ada is burdened with a life of hard work

and hard times living along the levee. She watches her

husband slowly withdraw from her after the drowning of their

son in the dredges. She faces, with remarkable stoicism,

the fact that her husband has brought home a young girl.

She quietly moves down the path to the old house, and there

alone she faces the memories of her life with her husband,

Jimson, whom she still loves. Ada, similar to the char-

acters who are unable to communicate, quietly accepts her

husband's treatment and vows to remain by him, sacrificing

her own ego and degradation for the man she loves and the

loyalty she feels to him as his wife.

One night she dreams of Jimson's death, and feeling

the urgency to warn him, cannot force herself to go to the

house. She dreams that if she had to live her life again,

she would have remained in Cairo, but because she married

Jimson, she will accept her fate. It is not until Jimson's

drowning that she packs her things and heads for Cairo.

She has fulfilled her obligation of love and loyalty and

now must find a new life. The theme is successfully pre-

sented because East, like Welty, has remained objective in

his work. He only gives a narrative account and refuses to

let Ada demand the pity or protest of the reader.
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In a recent essay, Price praises Welty's work as good

instruction for later generations and claims that his work

and Welty's share a common theme which he first sighted at

age fourteen in "A Worn Path." This theme he says, "I at

once recognized as my own truest knowledge, my own deepest

need" (3, p. 126). Although Price has stated that his early

works have all possessed the theme of "familial love, fam-

ilial relation" (5, p. 708), this theme is found in Welty's

works only in "A Worn Path," for her other stories such as

"Why I Live at the P.O." reveal the lack of harmony in

family life. East's stories also reveal unhappy family life

in "Friday's Child" and "The Rarest Kind of Love." Yet,

East and Welty have not treated this theme with any importance,

and Price has chosen it to dominate all of his stories.

The importance of kinship is felt through Price's stories.

Characters are always remembering their ancestors, as Miss

Lillian does at the graveyard, as Rosacoke does while staying

in the hospital. Even the role of the black assumes a family

member status because the blacks are "Uncle" Grant and "Aunt"

Zimby. The sense of permanence and security is found within

the Mustian family. They are there in support of Papa. Even

Milo and Sissie, who have started their own life together, feel

the responsibility to come to the aid of the family. Besides

being involved with their own family, the Mustians are also

involved with others: Mama works with the church group and

Rosacoke has become sympathetic to the Ledwell family,
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In "Uncle Grant" and "The Warrior Princess Ozimba," the

family has included Uncle Grant and Aunt Zimby. Mr. Ed carries

on his father's tradition of giving Aunt Zimby blue tennis

shoes. He feels a loyalty to her because of the role she

played in his father's life. Aunt Zimby is not alone now

because, besides the yearly visits from Mr. Ed, she also has her

daughter Vesta to depend on. Uncle Grant receives the same

treatment from the Price family. When Reynolds' family can

no longer take care of Uncle Grant, Aunt Ida takes care of

him. The story is filled with family gatherings at holidays

and funerals.

The story which presents the deepest portrayal of parental

love is "The Names and Faces of Heroes." In this story, the

nine-year-old narrator is traveling home with his father on a

snowy evening in December. The love that he reveals for his

father has been called "embarrassingly personal" by one critic.

The young boy feels the presence of his parents' love "when my

mother thinks of little else and Father would no more sleep

without kissing me goodnight than he would strike me" (4, p. 142).

In picturing his father as his hero, Reynolds remembers all of

the amusing things that his father has done, and all of the

serious things. The story is a series of episodes that form a

complete picture of the father that Price loves.

That night the narrator says: "I think what I know, 'I

love you [Father] tonight more than all my life before'--think

it in my natural voice. But I do not say it" (4, p. 140).
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Instead of speaking, the boy settles for a physical closeness.

He tries to hold his father's hands, and he lies down on the

car seat with his hand in his father's lap. The story is a

very intimate portrayal of a young boy's love for his father.

Of the three authors, Price has limited most of his

stories to one major theme--that of love. East and Welty

have developed several different themes. None of the three

authors has concentrated upon traditional Southern themes

that their contemporaries have perhaps because of the short

story medium. The stories have a Southern flavor not

necessarily as a result of their themes, but because of the

stories' settings and characters.
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CHAPTER VI

THE ONE INDIVIDUAL WHO

SHAPES A TRADITION

There is evidence that Welty, Price, and East have,

by virtue of place, character, and black relationships,

demonstrated those qualities which are associated with the

"Southern tradition." But the act of merely incorporating

certain ideas in their works does not mean that the work

is successful or that the writers will attain a timeless

place on the list of "Southern" writers.

Looking at East's work, one sees an obvious flavor of

imitation, whether conscious or not. As Welty has noted,

"imitation, or what is in any respect secondhand, is precisely

what writing is not about" (9, p. 135). Where the Music Was

contains many good stories, stories that are enjoyable to read,

stories that describe scenery, stories that contain a message,

stories that portray the South. They adhere to the "Southern

tradition." Perhaps if Mr. East had written them two decades

earlier, he would have shaped Southern writing. Although

East's dust jacket claims that "Good writers continue to

come out of the South, and Charles East's distinguished book

suggests that he belongs among the best of them" (1, book

jacket), he never reached such heights.

There are a few assumptions as to why East did not develop

65
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his own talent. Perhaps his book did not receive the pub-

licity and praise that he had hoped for. Perhaps it was

realized by critics as well as himself that although good,

his stories were not original. There was something dis-

couraging that influenced him to discontinue his writing.

Since 1965 when Where the Music Was was published, he has

published only one more short story. "Last Person," appeared

in Southern Review in the July 1976 issue. At least up to

1980, East is proof that the Southern tradition in itself

is not a guarantee of success.

Reynolds Price has had a much more productive writing

career than East. Since he published The Names and Faces of

Heroes (1963), he has published another volume of short

stories, Permanent Errors, (1970), three other novels, and a

collection of essays. His work has met with mixed criticism.

Although his early style has been compared to that of Welty

and Faulkner, a comparison he objects to, his later style

was said to be "too private, or recalcitrant for the general

intelligent reader" (5, p. 720). He was "over-intellectual--

izing through turgid prose" (3, p. 2720). Although Price has

acknowledged Welty's influence in several essays and a book

dedication, he still insists that she has been only "the

gift of hope and instruction" (4, p. 125), and not a source

of imitation.

The qualities of his first book that were praised as

"Southern" are missing in his later works. Some reviewers
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have noticed a loss of characterization, the loss of harmon-

ious relationships, the loss of place, and a tendency toward

autobiography (3, p. 2710; 6, p. 27). "The Names and Faces

of Heroes" reveals his obsession to expose his own guilts,

love, and suffering. Permanent Errors is a series of frag-

ments that seems to be Price's attempt to end his suffering

concerning his mother's, father's, and wife's deaths. The

stories are emotional and sentimental. He has fallen prone

to what Miss Welty calls the novel of "confession," which is

often "self-absorbed, self-indulgent, too often self-pitying:

(7, p. 181) .

Welty has written that "writing is an expression of the

writer's own peculiar personality. . 0 . Yet in reading great

works one feels that the finished piece transcends the personal"

(9, p. 132). Eliot has noted that "the progress of an artist

is a continual self-sacrifice, a continual extinction of

personality" (2, p. 265). Price has not made this sacrifice

in his later works. Perhaps that is why, after such criticism

and a probable lack of material, his latest publications

reflect a return to the "Southern." "Commencing" and "Honest

Hearts," both published in journals in the spring of 1975, are

stories that deal with the same issues that his early stories

did--family.

Throughout this discussion and comparison of the three

writers to one another in terms of the Southern literary

tradition, one writer remains superior by virtue of a
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uniqueness that was created and not imitated. Eudora Welty

has done more than adhere to the Southern tradition. While

conscious of the work of Faulkner, she does not imitate him.

She has avoided many of the issues of social and political

attitudes that were beginning to surface in her time. In

doing so

she misses the sweep and drive, the hypnotic power
over the mind and imagination, of the writer who,
like Faulkner or Robert Penn Warren, show the indi-
vidual in relation to the large social forces which
affect and determine his struggle (7, p. 173).

This statement is not a criticism of Miss Welty's work,

for, had she followed the tradition set by Faulkner and

others, the success of her work would be uncertain. Instead

of repeating what was going on about her, she chose a new

direction, and in doing so has established a place in the

"Southern tradition." She is not an imitator, but a shaper

of new direction in the tradition. Miss Welty is able to

freely depict a variety of people with a fair, yet removed

sympathy for her characters. She writes what she sees, and

not about theories, and not in judgment. Her language is

fresh, concrete, and ornamental. Her characters have been

made "real" by her use of detail and her exacting eye. It

was her perfection of the short story that encouraged her

to write novels and more short stories, furthering the

development of her unique ability to portray life as an

objective observer.
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Miss Porter has said that Welty can accomplish the

difficult task of creating the ideal story,

Where external act and the internal voiceless life
of the human imagination almost meet and mingle on
the mysterious threshold between dream and waking,
one reality refusing to admit or confirm the exis-
tence of the other, yet both conspiring to the same
end (8, p. xxi).

It is within the confines of the Southern tradition that

Miss Welty has been successful in creating a name for

herself through her stories and novels. She realizes that

the crux of art, of her fiction and that of other Southern

writers', depends upon the place. And, after all, it is

place above all that identifies a piece of fiction as

"Southern." She states: "It seems plain that the art

that speaks most clearly, explicitly, directly and passion-

ately from its place of origin will remain the longest

understood" (9, p. 132).
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